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ABSTRACT:  

What is the impact of celebrity activism in favor of political candidates on election outcomes? 

This study investigated this question through a survey experiment that interviewed young 

individuals, between the ages of 18-29, to quantify the impact that celebrity activism had on 

their views of political candidates. A control group and a test group were given information 

about a Senate election, and were asked which candidate they would vote for, their confidence in 

the vote, and their overall favorability of each candidate. Additionally, the test group was given 

a statement in favor of one candidate and against another, from a celebrity. The data indicated an 

increase in support in both vote and favorability for the candidate which received a celebrity 

endorsement. Moreover, the candidate who received negative feedback in celebrity statements 

showed decreased overall favorability among responses. Thus, this study adds to the theoretical 

framework that indicates that young individuals, between the ages of 18-29, are significantly 

impacted by celebrity activism in favor and against an endorsed candidate.   
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Introduction  

Over the past several decades elections have increasingly become a central topic of civil 

discourse in the United States. Political activism within the media commonly highlights the 

polarization of current policy and hot button issues, and encourages critical engagement of politics 

within society. One perspective, however, that is often contested is that of a person considered a 

celebrity. When these individuals use their platforms to express beliefs and offer support for 

political candidates, there is frequently pushback against their views. Musicians are told to “just 

stick to singing” and to “leave politics out of it.” This tension opens the door to research about just 

how much this activism has influenced the U.S election process. Thus, this study intends to 

investigate the following: what is the impact of celebrity activism in favor of political candidates 

on election outcomes?   

As social media presence increases within American society, this matter has become even 

more relevant to U.S politics. As celebrities and those considered to be “influencers” use their 

platforms to promote their views on political issues, especially in an election season, the scope of 

the impact they have has potential to affect the political processes at hand. The voices of these 

individuals tend to have a meaningful impact on particularized groups of people (especially those 

who are young); thus, the way their political views may inspire voters can provide an insight on a 

significant political phenomena within voting trends and elections in the U.S.  

There have been countless instances of celebrity activism within the past few years. During 

election cycles, these specifically tend to take the form of political candidate endorsements. 

Recently, one notable form of activism took place during the 2018 Tennessee Senate Midterm race. 

 Although this election was important to the residents of the state, it likely would not have been 
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notable in a normal election cycle on a national scale. Leading up to the election, Republican 

Marsha Blackburn led Democrat Phil Bredesen by nearly 8 percentage points in the polls, as 

reported by CBS and local news outlets. Former President Donald Trump carried the Tennessee in 

the 2016 election, and the overall chances of the flipping the state were not significantly high. 

However, the statements made in an instagram post by Taylor Swift on October 7th, 2018, gave 

the race national attention in ways that it would not have otherwise experienced. The election (as 

discussed further in the study) was tied to a national spike in voter registration not only her home 

state of Tennessee, but across the country as well. Thus, celebrity activism in this case caused a 

stir at the national level, in ways that can be further explored for empirical analysis.   

 Ultimately, this study will investigate the impact of celebrity activism and the effect that it has on 

an individual’s overall candidate favorability and confidence in voting. By utilizing a survey 

experiment design, the direct political statements of a celebrity will be used to gauge how receptive 

young audiences are to the activism, and whether or not it changes the way they perceive 

candidates. It is expected that the results will elicit a positive causal relationship between the 

variables, thus indicating that celebrity activism indeed impacts an individual’s political 

perceptions.  

Literature Review/Theoretical Framework  

Studies of political participation and the factors that can influence voter opinions have been 

conducted in the past to analyze their unique impacts. In this study, the factor of celebrity activism 

is investigated further, specifically through the work of Street (2012), Towler, Crawford, and 
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Bennett (2020), Jackson and Darrow (2005), Sikorski, Knoll, and Matthes (2018), and Knoll and 

Matthes (2017).   

When considering celebrity influence, it is first important to consider relevant literature 

surrounding political participation and online activism as a whole. Yang (2016) considers the 

modern definitions of activism, and how the concept has evolved and adapted over time. In 

modernity, the term “activism” can vary in reference from high-cost, high-risk protests and 

revolutions, to everyday actions in civic society. Overtime, the term has increasingly become more 

popular to describe the latter, in a more moderate sense (Yang 2016). Moreover, the rise of internet 

activism has played a role in this shift.  

Internet activism is the specific avenue used by celebrity influencers, and it plays a key role 

in defining the phenomena at hand. As discussed by Oser, Hooghe, and Marien (2013), it is 

important to distinguish between different realms of information when evaluating political 

participation and activism. The researchers found data that supported the following: online political 

participation and activism is distinctly different than that of offline (Oser, Hooghe, & Marien, 

2013). Moreover, they studied information about those who were drawn to “online activists” and 

those who preferred “offline activists.” The data indicated that younger individuals were more 

likely to be receptive to online political activism, and were more likely to be exposed to this 

information as well (Oser, Hooghe, & Marien, 2013). Similarly, as highlighted by Feezell (2016), 

online political participation can have different effects based on the information in which it 

contains. Feezell (2016) found that exposure to political information that shares one's point of view 

compared with information with no point of view or differing point of view generally predicts 

 higher levels of political participation among respondents. Thus, the research from these authors 
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indicates that the online realm of activism is a unique and distinct phenomena, and can impact an 

individual's political participation.   

Thus, the work of Yang (2016), Oser, Hooghe, and Marien (2013), Feezell (2016) lays the 

framework of activism and political participation in an online setting, which leads into the realm 

of celebrity activism. When analyzing the existing theoretical framework of this type of activism, 

it is important to define what constitutes a “celebrity politician” and “celebrity politics” (Street 

2012). As defined by Street (2012), a celebrity politician is a traditional politician who emerges 

from a background in “show business,” and who uses techniques of popular culture to attain an 

elected office. The concept of celebrity politics, on the other hand, is defined as a celebrity who 

attempts to influence the exercise of political power through popular culture and mainstream media 

(Street 2012). For the purposes of this study, the latter phenomena of celebrity politics will be 

further investigated, in order to gather data about the impact of this intervention and the extent to 

which it can affect political processes.  

 Several authors and researchers have presented theories about celebrity activism and 

endorsements, and the consequences that may occur as a result. One presented theory argues that 

the celebrity addressing the issue specifically matters in evaluating the outcome. Towler, 

Crawford, and Bennett (2020) investigated the impact of Black athletes in the NFL speaking out 

in favor of social movements such as Black Lives Matter, and the impact that Colin Kaepernick 

made, specifically. The results of the study indicated that Kaepernick’s activism was particularly 

inspiring for members of the Black community. Kaepernick’s activism was perceived to have more 

authority and expertise than others due to his personal ties to the issues at hand, which overall 

contained personal significance to members of the community (Towler, Crawford, &  
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Bennett, 2020). Similarly, the research of Jackson and Darrow (2005) argues a concurrent theory. 

In their study, Canadian students were surveyed about their level of agreement with political 

statements. The results indicated that the level approval from participants increased with 

endorsements from celebrity figures, such as athletes and musicians, and that unpleasant statements 

were made to be perceived as less undesirable as well (Jackson & Darrow, 2005). Moreover, this 

research also indicated that the celebrity providing the endorsements mattered. The students were 

more receptive to support from musicians such as Avril Lavigne and less receptive to that of others, 

such as Alanis Morrisette (Jackson & Darrow, 2005).  

 Ultimately, this theory and research lends itself to several findings. First, celebrity endorsements 

in the past have impacted certain groups of people and their political views. However, not just any 

celebrity view will constitute this effect. Celebrities with more personal ties to the issues or the 

affected communities will carry more weight in their endorsements, and celebrities who resonate 

more with the audiences on a personal level will as well. Additionally, the research of Jackson and 

Darrow (2005) and Towler, Crawford, and Bennett (2020) implies that certain groups of 

individuals are more likely to be influenced by said activism. Namely, young people are typically 

notably receptive to modern celebrity endorsements (Jackson and Darrow, 2005).  

 Another theory of activism explored by researchers is that celebrity endorsements can have 

positive and negative consequences on politicians and politics. For example, the study by Sikorski, 

Knoll, and Matthes (2018) investigated the outcomes of a simulated celebrity scandal on a political 

candidate's favorability with the public.  The results of two situations presented (a tax scandal and 

a real estate scandal) indicated that endorsements that the politicians had that  were self-initiated 

(or sought out by the candidate themself) were likely to create negative consequences for them. 
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The endorsement ties created negative views towards the politicians and even indicated that it 

would affect the way participants would vote (Sikorski, Knoll, & Matthes, 2018). Similarly, the 

study conducted by Knoll and Matthes (2017) investigated the impact of celebrity endorsements 

in marketing. Their results found that male actors who match well with product being endorsed 

fared the best, and female models who did not match well with the endorsed product fared the 

worst (Knoll and Matthes, 2017). Thus, the research conducted for this theory argues that celebrity 

endorsements do not provide positive outcomes alone; rather, when there are negative outside 

factors included they can cause harm to the overall favorability of a politician or campaign.   

 Overall, as Street (2012) argues, there are certain factors that lead to influence by celebrity 

activism being substantial. The research from Street (2012) indicated that  the younger the 

audience, the less politically salient the individuals were, and that they would be more likely to be 

receptive to celebrity activism.. Additionally, as argued by Jackson and Darrow (2005) and Towler, 

Crawford, and Bennett (2020), the celebrity presenting the activism impacts the overall success of 

the actions. Finally, as indicated by the studies of Sikorski, Knoll, and Matthes (2018), and Knoll 

and Matthes (2017), the overall message the celebrity is endorsing can affect outcomes (i.e positive 

or negative statements). Thus, the following theories can be derived from past research: age 

matters, the activist matters, and the type of endorsement matters. This theoretical framework will 

guide the research that is further done in this study.  

 Furthermore, from this framework, the following hypothesis can be produced: celebrity 

endorsements of political candidates will cause young individuals (between the ages of 18-29) to 

change their personal views on candidate favorability.  
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Research Design  

 Thus, past theoretical framework has shown that celebrity activism can sway an individual's point 

of view on politics, and may even affect the way they vote in elections. Drawing on this theoretical 

framework, this study investigated these factors in a setting that isolated the activism variable and 

replicated a case seen in actuality. Specifically, the 2018 Senate Midterm election, and the impact 

that Taylor Swift had when speaking out on social media. Swift, up until October of 2018, was 

historically mum on politics. When she chose to provide her opinions publicly, she made an 

Instagram post in favor of Democratic candidate Phil Bredsen, and spoke heavily against his 

Republican challenger, Marsha Blackburn.   

 This case is not notable for the impact that Swift’s rhetoric had on the outcome of that election 

(Blackburn was leading heavily in the polls before Swift’s post, and was still victorious after). 

However, it is notable for the impact that it appeared to have on young voters. According to the 

data collected from Vote.org, the site in which Swift specifically mentioned in her post, more than 

169,000 individuals registered to vote. More than half of these were from individuals between the 

ages of 18-29. The site, which typically averaged 14,078 a day in October, had 155,940 visitors 

the day she posted (Wang, 2018).  While be conclusive statements cannot be made about how 

many of these registrations were directly related to swift, there does appear to be correlation 

between the two.   

Thus, this case is an interesting one to study in a controlled environment. In this research 

study, a scenario similar to the one Swift initiated was replicated, with the intent of studying the 

effect that celebrity activism directly has on an individual’s views and attitudes towards political 

candidates. The study was conducted as a survey experiment, administered into two groups (control 
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and test), in order to gauge the participants’ political efficacy and opinions when subjected to 

celebrity activism stimulus.   

Within the experiment, the dependent variable being studied is the participants’ views of the 

candidate and their confidence in voting behavior. The study will investigate how this response is 

changed and shaped by exposure to outside stimulus. The independent variable in this study is 

celebrity activism. The study will investigate how the introduction of this stimulus to the test group 

will affect the participants’ overall opinions on candidate favorability and voting confidence.   

The dependent variable, participants' views of the candidate and their confidence in their 

decision in voting, can be evaluated by comparing the results of the control group to that of the test 

group. Mirroring the case of the 2018 Midterm Senate elections in Tennessee, a similar scenario 

will be created and presented to participants. The control group, which did not receive any stimulus 

related to celebrity activism, was presented with material about two candidates in the race, their 

platforms, and the election at hand. This material was presented in the form of an informational 

news article. After reviewing this material, participants were asked which candidate they will vote 

for (Candidate A, or Candidate B), how confident they are in the vote (1-10, from not confident at 

all to very confident), overall favorability of Candidate A (1-10, from not favorable at all to very 

favorable), and overall favorability of Candidate B (1-10, from not favorable at all to very 

favorable).  

The independent variable studied in this case is celebrity activism. In contrast to the control 

group, participants in the test group received celebrity activism stimulus. Participants will be given 

the same material as the first group that contains candidate platforms and election information in a 

news article format, however this material will also include a statement from Taylor Swift about 
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the election. The passage, which mirrored her 2018 stance, was an endorsement of one of the 

candidates. After this information, the participants were prompted with a questionnaire that asked 

which candidate they will vote for (Candidate A, or Candidate B), how confident they are in the 

vote (1-10, from not confident at all to very confident), overall favorability of Candidate A (1-10, 

from not favorable at all to very favorable), overall favorability of Candidate B (1-10, from not 

favorable at all to very favorable). Participants surveyed were all between the ages of 18-24, in 

order to specially study the phenomena in young individuals, to assess the effects of the variables 

in this specific audience. Participation was on a volunteer basis, with 100 total individuals 

interviewed.  

Participants were recruited for this study through a combination of email, in-person, and text 

message recruitment. After agreeing to complete the survey, participants were assigned to the 

control and test groups at random, with the even respondents being placed in control, and the odd 

in test (the first respondent was in the test group, second in control, etc.). The survey was 

administered on a volunteer, opt-in basis. All participants recruited were between the ages of 1829, 

and no other biographical or demographic information was asked. There were exactly 50 

participants in each group, and each group received the following questions :   

• After reading the excerpt, which candidate would you vote for in the election?  

• How confident are you in this vote?  

• What is your overall favorability of Candidate A?  

• What is your overall favorability of Candidate B?  
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Thus, utilizing a survey experiment design, the relationship between celebrity activism and 

favorability of political candidates will be quantified in the preceding section. The results of the 

overall candidate favorability (on a scale of 1-10, from not favorable at all to very favorable), will 

be compared across the control group and the test group for both candidates in the study, in addition 

to a comparison in confidence in voting (1-10, from not confident at all to very confident), and 

which candidate they will vote for (Candidate A, or Candidate B).  

Data Analysis  

 The data revealed several notable results. For the questions of favorability and confidence level, a 

statistical analysis was completed to evaluate the impact that celebrity activism had on the 

participants’ answers to these questions.  

 First, the participants in both the control and test group were asked to rank their overall confidence 

level in their vote. Each participant ranked their confidence on a scale of 1 to 10, from not at all 

confident to very confident. The following chart is the results of the control group:  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                           !   

    

 The mean for the control group is 7.78, and the standard deviation is 1.76. As indicated by the 

graph above, the data was skewed to the left, with the majority of the participants maintaining high 

confidence levels, as indicated by the median and mode of 8. Thus, when comparing to the test 

group, it is pertinent to consider that the confidence levels were initially high ranking.  

The following graph illustrates the results of the test group:  

                                 !   
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 The mean for the test group is 8.00, and the standard deviation is 1.69. Again, the data for this 

group is skewed left, with high confidence levels. This data is bimodal as well, with both 7 and 16 

being the most common answers among participants. The mean increased from 7.78 to 8.00 from 

the control group, which is a 0.22 difference. A difference of means test was conducted to compare 

the difference, which yielded a p value of 0.5253. Thus, this difference is not statistically 

significant. This question was asked to gauge whether or not the presence of celebrity activism 

provided participants with more assurance in their voting behavior, thereby increasing the 

confidence they had in their choices. This result indicates that celebrity activism in this study did 

not change the participants overall confidence levels in voting, however. Participants appear to be 

confident in their opinions, as indicated by the skew towards very confident numbers, with or 

without the statements being issued on behalf of a celebrity.  

 For the favorability levels, participants in both the control and the test group were asked to rank 

their favorability levels of each on a scale of 1 to 10, from not at all favorable to very favorable. 

The following graph illustrates the results of Candidate B (the individual whom did not receive the 

negative endorsement):  

               !  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The mean for the control group is 6.44, and the standard deviation is 2.24. The data is 

skewed slightly to the left, with a median and mode of 7. Participants indicated a left lean towards 

democratic candidates, as reflected by this skew. The following graph highlights the data for the 

test group:  

                 !   

The mean for the test group is 6.86, and the standard deviation is 1.76. The data is again 

skewed slightly to the left, with a mode and median at 7. The mean increased from 6.44 to 6.86, a 

difference of 0.42. A difference of means test was conducted for this data set as well, and the p 

value for this data 0.2998. Thus, the difference between the two sets is not statistically significant. 

This indicates that participants were not swayed significantly in their opinions of Candidate B, 

even with statements that were negative toward the opponent. Thus, this result implies that a 

celebrity's statements against a certain candidate did not necessarily persuade the participant’s 

opinion of the opposing candidate.   

 The following graph illustrates the results of the favorability of Candidate A for the control 

group: 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                                !   

 The mean of the control group is 5.26, and the standard deviation is 2.87. The data for this group 

is relatively evenly spread out across the range, with the median at 5. The next graph indicates the 

results of the test group in which the participants’ received the celebrity activism:  

          

                   

     ! 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The mean of the test group is 3.80, and the standard deviation is 2.56. The data for this group 

is not as evenly distributed the control group, but rather skewed to the right with a median of 3 and 

a mode of 1. The mean decreased by 1.46 between the two data sets. A difference of means test 

was completed for this data set, which yielded a p value of 0.0080. Thus, this result is statistically 

significant. This result indicates that the participants were indeed swayed by the celebrity activism 

stimulus. The data implies that with the presence of the celebrity statements providing a negative 

viewpoint on a candidate, the participants were more inclined to rank their overall favorability 

levels based on the opinions provided.  

Thus, all of the results changed between the control group and the test group, but only the 

difference seen in the favorability levels of Candidate A was statistically significant.  

Results and Implications  

 In her 2020 documentary, Miss Americana, Taylor Swift questioned how much her voice mattered 

in the realm of politics. Given that she had not spoken out about the subject before, she pondered 

if her statements would potentially sway the election in Tennessee. While this did not turn out to 

be true in that particular election, as Bresden did not win, the data of this study indicates that her 

activism may indeed have an impact on politics.  

The hypothesis, that celebrity endorsements of political candidates will cause young 

individuals (between the ages of 18-29) to change their personal views on candidate favorability, 

was supported by the data in regard to the results for Candidate A. The participants in the test group 

were shown to rank their favorability levels lower than that of the control group, and at a 
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statistically significant rate. Thus, there are several different implications that this study brings 

forth.  

In regard to the past theory, these results concur with the research done by Street (2012), 

which indicated that young individuals were more likely to be impacted by the presence of celebrity 

activism. All of the participants surveyed in the research were in this age range, and thus, this data 

concurs with the theory. Moreover, future research in this subject matter should evaluate the impact 

that celebrity activism has on individuals outside of this age range, and how much (if at all) the 

activism will impact candidate favorability.  

In addition to age, the research of Jackson and Darrow (2005) and Towler, Crawford, and 

Bennett (2020) indicated that the celebrity presenting the activism impacts the overall success of 

the actions. Specifically, a celebrity who is from the community involved with the issue, or a 

celebrity who is relatable to the audience was shown to have a higher impact in past studies. Within 

this research, Taylor Swift, a citizen of Tennessee (who was stated to be one in the survey), met 

the criterion of being a member of the community affected (in this case, where the election was 

occurring). Moreover, Swift historically is well known with younger individuals, given her 

presence in pop music, which appeals to younger audiences. Thus, the results of this study concur 

with research of Jackson and Darrow (2005) and Towler, Crawford, and Bennett (2020). Further 

study for this area should be conducted with a similar survey experiment design, with different 

celebrity activists being chosen. This research should indicate whether favorability levels can be 

affected with a celebrity outside of the given community, or one who is less applicable to the age 

group being studied. 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There are several other factors that should be taken into consideration for future study. Within 

the excerpt provided to the participants in both the control and test group, gender pronouns were 

eliminated, in order to control for any potential biases participants may have held towards gender. 

However, the stimulus provided was not able to be censored for pronouns in order to maintain 

cohesion, and thus, it was indicated that Candidate A was a woman, and Candidate B was a man. 

Thus, in future study, this is a factor worth taking into consideration. In addition to this, the 

experiment was done a smaller scale in this study. Larger group testing is worth considering for 

future studies.  

The data indicated that celebrity activism has an impact on young individuals. What does this 

mean, as a result? There are several implications that can be concluded. First and foremost, the 

claims that musicians should “just stick to singing,” or that celebrities should “leave politics out of 

it, as mentioned in the introduction, may after all be grounded in data that these individuals do have 

power in their words. When a celebrity chooses to use their platform, whether through social media 

or other outlets, they are reaching a wide audience, of which often contains many young 

individuals. As this research suggests, these persons are less politically salient and more susceptible 

to outside influence, and thus are more likely to change their views and beliefs on certain topics.   

Furthermore, this implication has both positive and negative aspects to be considered. On 

one hand, the influence of a celebrity’s activism on young individuals can encourage political 

participation. Encouraging political participation and civic duty are activities that are valued in a 

democratic society, and if the influence of a celebrity can encourage this within young individuals, 

this does appear to be a benefit. Moreover, this age group has historically tended to have low voter 

turnout. If celebrity activism can help increase this percentage, it certainly has some merit.  
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On the other hand, there are potential drawbacks to the power of the celebrity platform to 

consider. Namely, celebrities may not always be knowledgeable about the information they spread 

and share. If an endorsement of a candidate is based on false or inaccurate information, this may 

lead to an increase in uneducated voting. This is a drawback that is often evaluated in regard to 

many forms of media, and it is worth noting the power that the celebrity platform holds.  

Ultimately, in an age that is dominated by social media, the platforms of celebrities and 

influencers have risen to spotlight. These platforms often are used to discuss politics, and in some 

cases, these discussions are evidenced to be impactful on certain audiences. Thus, the work of a 

celebrity activist is one of both power and potential, and should certainly be considered when 

studying modern political and voting phenomena.  
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Appendix  

The following figure is the survey administered to the participants.  

 


